The spatial dispersion properties of a one-dimensional metal photonic crystal have been analyzed and five types of dispersion curves have been shown at a normalized frequency less than 1. It is demonstrated that by exploiting a parabolalike dispersion behavior, a metal photonic crystal slab can be used to realize an exactly 50/ 50 beam splitter. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2750385͔
The dispersion characteristics of photonic crystals ͑PCs͒ have recently attracted considerable interest. Various spatial dispersion properties of PCs underlay foundation for a variety of potential applications such as spatial beam routing 1 and dispersion-based beam splitter. 2, 3 So far, the known studies of the spatial dispersion phenomena of PCs are mainly devoted to dielectrics PCs ͑DPCs͒, [4] [5] [6] while very few refer to metal PCs ͑MPCs͒. 7, 8 This can be explained by the fact that metals in the visible/infrared range are often accompanied by absorption loss, which creates an obvious obstacle in utilizing MPCs in practical devices. However, if the filling fraction of metallic material in the MPC is small enough, it is possible to reduce the influence of absorption loss to a tolerable level. Compared to DPCs, MPCs comprised of materials with permittivities of opposite signs provide more opportunities of exhibiting unusual dispersion behaviors. We also notice some recent research works on PCs containing lefthanded materials that have simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability. [9] [10] [11] In this letter, we will study the dispersion characteristic of a one-dimensional ͑1D͒ MPC with a small metal filling fraction and demonstrate a MPC slab with special dispersion property to realize a 50/ 50 beam splitter.
Consider a 1D MPC consisting of silver films and SiO 2 layers stacked alternatively with a period a along the x direction. The silver films have a thickness d Ӷ a, i.e., its filling fraction f m = d / a Ӷ 1. The interaction of an electromagnetic wave inside such MPC with the structure can be effectively interpreted through a dispersion diagram. For TE-polarized waves ͑with the magnetic field in the y direction͒ propagating in the xz plane ͑k = xk x + ẑk z ͒, the dispersion relation is given by
where m and r are the relative permittivities of silver and To distinguish propagating waves from evanescent waves in the MPC and find the dispersion properties of the structure, we first neglect the imaginary part of m in Eq. ͑1͒. To illustrate typical dispersion behaviors, the dispersion curves, namely, the equifrequency contours, for a MPC with a filling fraction of f m = 0.07 at a normalized frequency of a /2c =1/3 are shown in Fig. 1 . Since m is frequency dependent, the dispersion properties of such a PC cannot be characterized simply by the normalized frequency. Thus, as seen from Fig. 1 , there exist five types of shapes of dispersion curves at the same normalized frequency for this PC. Here we choose a fixed normalized frequency ͑a /2c =1/3͒ only to ensure that no higher-order Bragg coupling occurs in our subsequent application of this MPC. 6 The corresponding wavelengths of waves in free space ͑ = /2c͒ in the five cases are 12 ͒ are similar to those found for the TM wave in a structure formed by a periodic array of uniaxial magnetic resonant scatters: 13 They are hyperbolalike curve, ellipselike curve, or hyperbolalike ͑ellipselike͒ curve combined with ellipselike ͑hyperbolalike͒ curve which passes through the vicinities of k z = ± ͱ r k 0 at k x = 0. However, of particular interest is the fifth type of the dispersion curves corresponding to the wavelength of 0.76 m ͑i.e., m = −27.5͒, the two branches of the dispersion curves cross at k x = 0, for which k z Ϸ ± ͱ r + f m 2 ͑ r − m ͒ /2k 0 . Though this MPC cannot be approximated by an effectively homogeneous medium, we may use the quantities of the effective permittivities, which are defined by t = f m m + ͑1− f m ͒ r and n = m r / ͓f m r + ͑1− f m ͒ m ͔, 14 instead of the parameters m and f m , to characterize the structure, and we find that the special dispersion behavior occurs at t Ϸ 0, which never happens in a DPC. Note that the parameter n Ϸ r for all cases since f m Ӷ 1.
When ͉ t ͉ is much less than r and ͉ m ͉, in the limiting case of k 0 a Ӷ 1 and ͉k͉a Ӷ 1, the dispersion equation ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒ reduces to
When t = 0, the dispersion curve becomes a pair of parabolas, i.e., k x = ±͑1− f m ͒ r ͑k 0 2 − k z 2 / n ͒a /2 ͱ 3. Note that f m = r / ͑ r − m ͒ in this case. So the special dispersion curves for the aforementioned MPC should be parabolalike. By taking appropriate filling fraction at each wavelength such that t = 0, our numerical analysis indicates that the parabolalike dispersion behavior is preserved, at least for the case of a /2c ഛ 0. 5 . In what follows, we focus on the case of f m = 0.07 and = 0.76 m, as a typical example, to demonstrate that such a MPC with parabolalike dispersion has the potential of application in beam splitting.
The accurate dispersion diagram for a MPC with f m = 0.07 at = 0.76 m is shown in Fig. 2 , where a / =1/3 and the silver loss is taken into account, m = −27.5+ 0.3i. 12 For a given real k x , k z now becomes a complex number. However, the imaginary part of k z ͑for propagating waves͒ is much less than the real part ͑see Fig. 2͒ , indicating that propagating waves attenuate slowly in the MPC. Consider a plane wave incident from air with wave vector k i on a boundary of such a MPC along the x direction ͑i.e., the periodic direction͒. Two Bloch waves corresponding to the wave vector points A and B will be excited inside the MPC, 4 as illustrated in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The Poynting vectors of the two Bloch waves S A and S B , which point away from the source, are opposite in the x direction, indicating that one wave is negatively refracted and the other positively refracted. Interestingly, as k x = k i · x → 0 ͑i.e., approaching to the case of normal incidence͒, the wave vector points A and B fall onto the same point A * , but the Poynting vectors S A and S B will not become identical, and they only tend to be symmetric with respect to the surface normal ͓see Fig. 2͑a͔͒ , implying the existence of two different ͑but symmetric͒ refracted waves in the MPC. The reasoning behind this is the symmetry of the crossing dispersion curves with respect to the line k x =0 which is normal to the boundary, as illustrated in Fig. 2͑a͒ . Evidently, for a normally incident Gaussian beam with a certain width, which has a finite symmetric angle span around its propagation direction, i.e., the direction of the surface normal, two symmetric beams, one in each side of the surface normal, will be excited inside the MPC due to the symmetry of the dispersion curves. The spatial separation of the two beams in the MPC will increase as they propagate away from the interface, so a MPC slab with a certain width can realize an exactly 50/ 50 beam splitter.
To verify the beam splitting behavior in the MPC, we simulate a Gaussian beam of width 5 incident normally on a MPC slab with a thickness of w =10 in both the lossy ͑ m = −27.5+ 0.3i͒ and lossless ͑ m = −27.5͒ cases, using the finite-difference time-domain technique with uniaxial perfectly matched layers. 15 The distribution of the amplitude of the magnetic field ͑H y ͒ ͑obtained by a Fourier transform for the given frequency͒ for the lossless case is shown in Fig.  3͑a͒ and the field pattern for the lossy case is found to be similar. As seen from Fig. 3͑a͒ , the incident beam is split symmetrically when it enters the MPC slab between z = 0 and z =10, and the split beams separate by nearly 12 at the exit surface. Both output beams are parallel to the incident beam, which follows directly from the conservation of k x across the interfaces for each plane wave component of the beam. Since a /2c =1/3Ͻ 0.5, 6 no higher-order Bragg propagating beams exit from this MPC slab. Our numerical analysis shows that the output beams have approximately the same width as the incident beam. The total power of both output beams is nearly 60% ͑with respect to the incident power͒ in the lossless case, but it reduces to 40% in the lossy case. Figure 3͑b͒ shows the total power of the output beams as a function of the thickness of the MPC slab, where the lines with open and solid circles represent the results for the lossless and lossy cases, respectively. While the spatial separation of the exit beams increases linearly with the thickness w, the total output power varies almost periodically in both cases, as seen from Fig. 3͑b͒ , where a slow decaying of power peaks is also observed for the lossy case. The maximum of total output power is found to be 42% in the lossy case, whereas up to nearly 80% in the lossless case. The MPC splitter can also output asymmetrically split beams as long as a Gaussian beam is incident obliquely on the MPC slab. For example, when a Gaussian beam of width 5 is incident on the MPC slab with w =10 at an incidence angle of 30°, the output beams at the exit surface are shifted asymmetrically in the positive or negative x directions, but they are still parallel to the incident beam ͑see Fig. 4͒ . The power ratio of the output beams is 1.7 and the total output power is 25% in the lossy case, while they become 2.2 and 60% in the lossless case, respectively. From Fig. 2͑a͒ , it seems evidently that the asymmetry of two split beams enhances with the increase of incidence angle.
To summarize, we have shown five types of dispersion curves for a 1D MPC at a normalized frequency less than 1. Among these, a parabolalike dispersion behavior has been found for the first time in PCs. By exploiting this special dispersion property, a MPC slab can be used to realize an exactly 50/ 50 beam splitter by normal incidence. Asymmetric beams with different output powers can also be obtained in a MPC splitter by oblique incidence. This MPC splitter works only for TE-polarized waves. Based on a similar mechanism, however, a splitter for TM-polarized waves can also be realized by using a photonic crystal formed by an array of magnetic resonant components such as nanowire pairs.
